
As an online retailer, you’re always looking for effective ways to find new, relevant customers and 
bring them to your website. Where do you begin finding, engaging with, and converting shoppers 
who have never purchased from you? And, in some cases, have never even heard of you?

Even though it’s easier than ever before to reach more shoppers, the lack of accuracy in most 
acquisition campaigns leaves you unable to reach those shoppers who will turn into customers.

CRITEO CUSTOMER ACQUISITION

Drive New Customer ConversionsDrive New Customer Conversions

Creative optimization
To drive real shopper engagement, campaign creatives need to be personalized and dynamically tailored for 
each shopper. And, of course, continuously optimized. Without this your campaign performance will suffer. 

Prioritize personalization

Adding a personalized touch with beautifully designed product recommendations for each individual shopper 
in your acquisition campaign is imperative to ensuring your ads don’t get ignored. 

Only target non-customers

Opening up to a large pool of online shoppers means that sometimes you end up targeting existing customers 
or shoppers who are not currently in market for what you have to offer. Separating new from existing 
customers across all devices and reach only those shoppers who are most likely to convert for your products.



Introducing Criteo Customer Acquisition

Finding your customers is just the first step. Delivering compelling messaging and convincing those customers to 
convert is the key to achieving your objectives.

As part of Criteo’s engine, Kinetic Design helps your campaign generate visually stunning ads with the highest 
levels of one-to-one creative personalization, all the while maintaining ad formats and brand consistency.

While other tech partners might charge for impressions, Criteo only charges when shoppers engage with your 
campaign by clicking on an ad. This way, we help you maximize ROI and make sure you benefit from our unique, 
performance-based acquisition solution.

The Criteo Shopper Graph is the world’s largest open shopper data set. It measures shopper identity and interest 
and presents a unified understanding of not only a shopper’s online journey but also real-time intent data.

Criteo Customer Acquisition leverages the full capabilities of both the Shopper Graph’s Identity Graph and 
Interest Map. The Identity Graph contains over 4B global cross-device IDs and has over 10,000 participating 
clients while the Interest Map covers over 4 billion products and the browsing habits of over 1.4 billion monthly 
shoppers to generate 615TB of daily shopper data.

Every potential customer has a value, specifically the likelihood 
they buy something from your store. If you’re a high-end fashion 
retailer, it wouldn’t make sense to target someone who has zero 
history of shopping at or even browsing a luxury retailer.

Criteo granularly analyzes the aforementioned 615TB of daily 
shopping and browsing events in the Shopper Graph Interest Map.

Each prospect is assigned a unique score across all participating 
retailers based on the ideal customers, that shows their likelihood 
to convert with you. Criteo targets the shoppers with the highest 
scores and serves them personalized ads featuring your products.

Results*:

new customer rate lower cost per ordermore orders

With Criteo Customer Acquisition , you can engage only the most relevant new customers based on historic 
shopping and browsing patterns, interests, and likelihood to convert for your products.

*vs. other acquisition solutions


